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Setting Up zFS For Use
With ShopZSeries

By  E dwa rd  A r n o l d

FOR
a systems programmer, having a real application which
uses zFS (an acronym for Zserver File System) is a great

way to learn about its function, capabilities, and requirements. While I
have set up zFS for others to use I had no application of my own where
I controlled the environment and administered it myself.

As I was converting my process for receiving PTFs (patch) to
ShopZSeries I found a perfect “production” use for zFS. When creat-
ing the bitmap for the service inventory for uploading to ShopZSeries
and for the subsequent downloading of maintenance, I used the zFS file
system for storing those files instead of an HFS.

This article is not going to go into how to use ShopZSeries. The
examples are shown only to illustrate how zFS is completely inter-
changeable with HFS. Again, there are no changes required to the jobs
to upload and download from ShopZSeries whether HFS or zFS is
used, the jobs would be exactly the same in either case.

GETTING STARTED WITH THE ZFS FILESYSTEM

The first thing I needed to do was get the ZFS start procedure
running on my maintenance z/OS system. Getting started is very
easy as shown by the following steps:

1. Add the following to the BPXPRMxx parmlib member:

FILESYSTYPE(ZFS) ENTRYPOINT(IOEFSCM) ASNAME(ZFS)

2. In the PROCLIB concatenation define a new PROC named ZFS
as per FIGURE 1. An example can also be found in the SIOEPROC
dataset shipped with z/OS.

3. Have the IOEZPRM point to a parmlib dataset. Initially use a
parmlib member as shown in FIGURE 2. I’ll explain the parameters
later in this article.

4. IPL the system. You should now have a started task running
called ZFS. This started task is not managing any DASD yet, but
it is ready for use.

DEFINING SPACE TO ZFS

zFS space is actually in a linear VSAM dataset. I initally allocated
space as per the ALLOC step of the job in FIGURE 3. After allocating
the initial dataset, you can define one or more zFS filesystems within
that dataset. In this article we’re dealing with only one dataset and one
zFS filesystem within it.

The CREATE step formats the dataset, and the ATTACH step attaches
the space to zFS.

The really interesting step is the ZFSADM step. Naming of the zFS
filesystems doesn’t have to follow any naming convention. In the
example I have created a zFS filesystem with a name of MY.SPACE
which I then mount just like an HFS dataset. After years of working
with very tightly controlled dataset naming conventions because of
DFSMS, being able to create and mount a filesystem with literally any
name at all is almost unsettling.

Finally I mount that filesystem at mountpoint ‘/service3’.

USING WITH SHOPZSERIES

To create the bitmap for later uploading to ShopZSeries I run the
job in FIGURE 4. After running that job I verify that the existence of
“/service3/shopzseries.”

After uploading that file to ShopZSeries I then download and receive
the service in the same zFS filesystem via the batch job in FIGURE 5.
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//ZFS PROC REGSIZE=0M                                   
//*                                                    
//ZFZGO  EXEC PGM=BPXVCLNY,REGION=&REGSIZE,TIME=1440       
//********************************************************
//* PARM FILE                                           
//********************************************************
//IOEZPRM  DD DISP=SHR,                                  
//   DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB(IOEFSPRM)                         
//*

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE ZFS STARTED PROCEDURE



GENERAL NOTES

Aggrfull(10,10) in IOEFSPRM means that for the aggregate in the
example, a message will be written to the operator’s console when the
total space usage reaches 10% of the available space, and for each 10%
increment after that.

After mounting the zFS filesystem the operator command D
OMVS,F displays all of the filesystems mounted and you can see how
the zFS filesystem is reported.

To see statistics for the zFS filesystems, execute the operator’s com-
mand F ZFS,QUERY,ALL. Warning: on my system this command
produces 340+ lines of console output.

Add the following line to the IOEFSPRM so that the filesystem in
the example will be attached to ZFS at IPL time:

define_aggr cluster(SUDDE3.DD3RSK.AGGR00B)

Then if desired add to the BPXPRMxx member the mount of the zFS
filesystem MY.SPACE as was done in batch in FIGURE 3.

For complete documentation on zFS I have found the publication
Distributed File Service zSeries File System Administration to be well
written and easily understandable. It is available on the web at
http://www.ibm.com/servers/eserver/zseries/zos/bkserv/.

CONCLUSION

As with most new facilities, the hardest part is usually just getting
started. Hopefully for those systems programmers who have not had a
chance to personally explore zFS this article has provided a shortcut to
getting started and an application for use.  

NaSPA member Ed Arnold is a z/VM and z/OS systems programmer for IBM
supporting z/OS middleware test and development. He can be reached at
earnold@us.ibm.com.
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//DEFINE   EXEC   PGM=IDCAMS        
//SYSPRINT DD     SYSOUT=*       
//SYSUDUMP DD     SYSOUT=*        
//AMSDUMP  DD     SYSOUT=*        
//*          
//SYSIN    DD     *        

DEFINE CLUSTER (NAME(SUDDE3.DD3RSK.AGGR00B) -  
LINEAR CYL(2000 0) SHAREOPTIONS(2))    

/*                             
//IF1 IF DEFINE.RC=0 THEN           
//CREATE   EXEC   PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M, 
// PARM=('-aggregate SUDDE3.DD3RSK.AGGR00B        ')
//SYSPRINT DD     SYSOUT=*    
//STDOUT   DD     SYSOUT=*   
//STDERR   DD     SYSOUT=*     
//SYSUDUMP DD     SYSOUT=*      
//CEEDUMP  DD     SYSOUT=*     
//         ENDIF               
//*       
//IF2 IF CREATE.RC=0 THEN                
//ATTACH   EXEC  PGM=IOEZADM,REGION=0M,    
// PARM=('attach -aggregate SUDDE3.DD3RSK.AGGR00B     ')
//*           
//         ENDIF         
//IF3 IF ATTACH.RC=0 THEN            
//ZFSADM  EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=32M,   
//            DYNAMNBR=200     
//*           
//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*    
//*           
//SYSTSIN  DD  *            
BPXBATCH SH    zfsadm create -filesystem MY.SPACE -aggregate  +
SUDDE3.DD3RSK.AGGR00B  -size 10000000  

/*                        
//         ENDIF 
//IF4 IF ZFSADM.RC=0 THEN     
//*                
//MNTSTEP  EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=32M,      
//            DYNAMNBR=200               
//*                
//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*            
//*                
//SYSTSIN  DD  *   
MOUNT FILESYSTEM(‘MY.SPACE’) TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) MOUNT-
POINT('/service3')
/*  
//         ENDIF

FIGURE 3: SAMPLE JOB TO CREATE AND MOUNT A ZFS
FILESYSTEM

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=GIMXSID,PARM='WAIT=10MIN,L=ENU'  
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*        
//SMPOUT   DD SYSOUT=*         
//SMPXTOUT DD PATH='/service3/shopzeries',   
//    PATHOPTS=(OWRONLY,OCREAT,OTRUNC),     
//    FILEDATA=BINARY,PATHMODE=(SIRWXU,SIRWXG,SIRWXO)
//SYSIN    DD DATA,DLM=$$  
CSI=ZOSR5PID.SMPE.CSI      
TARGET=TGTZ15          
$$

FIGURE 4: SAMPLE JOB TO CREATE THE SMP/E CONSOLIDATED
INVENTORY

//SMPER5  EXEC PGM=GIMSMP,REGION=0M,   
//    PARM='PROCESS=WAIT'                
//SMPCSI   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ZOSR5PID.SMPE.CSI         
//SMPNTS   DD  PATHDISP=KEEP,              
//    PATH='/service3/'            
//SMPOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*            
//SMPRPT   DD  SYSOUT=*             
//SMPLIST  DD  SYSOUT=*              
//SMPLOG   DD  SYSOUT=*              
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*            
//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(6160,(0230,0760))  
//SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(6160,(0230,0760))   
//SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(6160,(0230,0760))  
//SYSUT4   DD  UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(6160,(0230,0760))  
//SMPCNTL  DD  *            

SET  BOUNDARY (GLOBAL) .       
RECEIVE SYSMODS                   

HOLDDATA                  
FROMNETWORK(                       
SERVER(SERVINFO)               

).         
/*                                     
//SERVINFO DD DISP=SHR,DSN=INFO.FROM.SHOP.ZSERIES

FIGURE 5: SAMPLE JOB TO DOWNLOAD AND RECEIVE MAINTENANCE

* Initial startup parms for ZFS started procedure          
aggrfull (10,10)

FIGURE 2: SAMPLE IOEFSPRM MEMBER


